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Investigation of Accidents on Alab ama Bridge Approaches

DANIEL S. TURNER AND NEILON J. RCITiIIAN

As part of a research pro¡ect to examine bridge accidents in Alabama, an

invest¡gât¡on was conducted to ascerta¡n the effects of the approach road-
way on bridge accident rate. The obiective of th¡s study was to determine
whether the acc¡dent rate increased near bridges, and if it did, to determine
whether the increase could be described by a standard statist¡cal d¡str¡bu-
t¡on, A sample of approach acc¡dents was prepared by match¡ng county,
highway, and milepo¡nt numbers from Alabama's br¡dge ¡nventory and ac-

c¡dent files. This difficult matchinq process was necessary becaus€ state
acc¡dent-investigat¡on forms do not record structure numbers for bridges
that are ¡nvolved ¡n coll¡s¡ons. More than 24 000 accidents on state-route
highways between 1972 and 1979 were used in the study. A unique dis-
tr¡bution of accidents was observed at br¡dge ends. The average accident
rate doubled over a 0.35-mile d¡stance at the approach to a structure.
This increase could not b€ ¡dentif¡ed as any standard stat¡stical distr¡bution,
primarily because of ¡nvestigat¡ng officers'preference for recording acci-
dents to the closst one-tenth m¡lepo¡nt, Tenth-m¡lepoint locations
dom¡nated the data and masked the true distr¡but¡on. An exam¡nation
of acc¡dent codes revealed that many Alabama bridge accidents are ap-
parently ¡nvest¡gated incompletely, identified improperly, recorded
erroneously, or ignored due to limited space on the invest¡gation forms.

A survey of the nationrs 564 000 bridges shows that
I00 000 structures are seriously deficient (1).
Various estinates have indicated that at least
50 000 bridges need widening or replacing (2,2',.
Such statistics lead to a staggering estimate of the
cost of correcting aII bridge deficiencies. The
1980 Surface Transportation Act established funding
at more than a billion dollars per year for bridge
rehabilitation and replacement but, even at such an
accelerated rate, it may take 25 years t.o cure the
problem (4).

In Alabamar literally hundreds of bridges are
candidates for federal funds. But, from iÈs share
of the billion federal dollars allocated to the
states, Alabama can afford to replace only a few.
The problen is to choose the most dangerous bridges
so that they can be replaced first.

OB.]ECTIVES

This report docunents one phase of a bridge accident
investigation, an examination of the contribution of
approach roadways to bridge accidents. One-way and
tvro-way traffic structures on Àlabar¡a state-route
highways were included in the study. Underpasses
and culverts (with earth cover) were not identifiecl
as bridges.

Specifically, this portiÕn of the research nas
designed to answer questions such as

1. Does the roadway accident rate increase near
bridges?

2. If such an increase occurs, can it be
scribed by a statistical distribution?

3. Should approach accidents be incl-uded
hazardous bridge studies? and

de-

in

4. Can a statistical distribution be used to
define how much of the approach roadway should be
considered?

BACKGROUND

Bridges are inherently more dangerous than the road-
ways on which they åre located. Uitchie generalized
that bridges are 50 times ¡nore hazardous than road-
ways (I). He used 1975 data to compare the ratio of
fatal" ran-off-road, hít-fixed-object type of col-
lisions to gross roadway mileage (5,6). He then
found a similar rabio for fatal bridge or bridge-

barrier acciilents to cumulative bridge mileage. The
bridge fatal accident rate was found to be 50 tines
larger. Although specific inferences should not be
drawn fro¡n such a generalized analysisr it does
serve to deÍlonstrate the drastic increase in the
potential for accidents caused by the structures.

Prediction of Bridge Accidents

Two procedures have been suggested as ways to Pre-
dict accidents: (a) observations of driver be-
haviors and (b) analysis of historical accident
data. Bridges are knovtn to exert an influence on
the behavior of drivers as they approach and to
cause both lateral displacenents and changes in
speed. The i.ateraf novement case has been recog-
nized and studied for so¡ne time (Z--9.). Typically,
these studies involve observation of a vehiclers
Iateral position at sorne distance frorn a bridget
then a second observation near the structure. The
¡novement of the vehicle toward or array from the
centerline has been shohrn to be a general indicator
of how dangerous drivers perceive the bridge to be.
Unfortunately, no strong correlation has been iden-
tified between lateral novernent and bridge width,
nor has the relation between lateral tnovement and
accident rate been quantified. A logical âssumption
would be that these movements could cause an in-
crease in traffic accidents on bridge approaches.

The second method of predicting bridge accidents
is by use of historical accident data. In recent
years, researchers have examined accident records
rigorously in an attempt to isolate those factors
most significant in causing bridge accidents.
Bridge width, approach-roadway width, sight dis-
tancer traffic volumes, alignment, approach barriert
bridge railr traffic control devices, approach
speeds, and pavenent surface conditions have all
been shown to contribute to accidents. The complex
interâction of the nultiple contributing factors has
¡nade it difficult to define a single method to
realistically predict bridge accidents. There has
been a general agreement on major factors such as
the prinary importance of relative structure r¡idth
and traffic volumesi howeverr the najority of fac-
tors that influence bridge accidents has not been
quantitatively defined. At least four of the re-
search projects used accidents on bridge approaches
during their studies (9'lg-À2). Lengths of 500-1200
ft were ¡nost co¡nmonly used in these projects.

The examination of literature showed that bridges
have higher accident rates than the roads on which
they are located' that vehicles frequently shift
Iateral position as they approach structures, and
that previous researchers have used various approach
distances in analysis of bridge accidents.

Accident Rate Transition

The exact role of the bridge approach (and depar-
ture) has not been previously defined. The accident
rate does not change abruptly at the beginning of
the structure. Rather, a transition must occuq as
vehicles approach the nore dangerous location. A

Iogical assunption would be that the increase in
accidents would follow some st.atistical pattern,
such as the normal dÍstribulion shown in Figure 1.
The figure illustrates that a normal curve may be
split at the mean value and one-half placed on each
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Figure 1. Suggested acc¡dent rate for transition curue.
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end of the bridge to form a snooth transition. The
mean value for the distribution would be the rate of
bridge accidents, although Ít is possible that
approach accidents rnight occur more often than
collisions on the structure. The tail of the dis-
tribution would approach the roadyJay accident rate.
The area under the curve would represent the excess
accidents (beyond the roadnay rate) caused by the
bridge structure. Knowledge of the existence, rnag-
nituder and character of the statistical dístribu-
tion of acciclents on bridge approaches i{ould lead to
vastly increased accuracy in bridge studies.

STUDY PROCEDURE

To carry out the study, it was first necessary to
identify approach collisions. A computer program
was prepared to colnpare accident milepoints and
bridge-end nilepoints. The program gathered data
fro¡n the Al"aba¡na bridge inventory file, including
highway nu¡nber, county number, nilepoint of bridge
beginning, and bridge length. The highv¡ay, county,
and milepoint numbers form a unique designation in
the Alabama numbering syste¡n. This cornbination was
cornpared with the highway, county, and rnilepoint
numbers on accident records to match accidents to
bridges. For purposes of this study, the approach
r+as defined as the direction of increasing mile-
points, and the departure was defined as decreasing
¡nilepoints.

During the course of a nor¡nal accident investiga-
tion, Alabama law-enforcement. officers are directed
to specify the accident location by highway and
milepoint. The officerrs training requires that
such infor¡nation be recorded to the cLosest one-
hundredth of a mile (13). À co¡nparison of such
accurate data for accident milepoints and bridge-end
nilepoints should produce a good distribution of
distances for an analysis of approach accidents.
AccidenÈ ¿lata were used for a1l state-route highsrays
for the period 1972 through 1979 to ensure a large
and meaningful sample.

The niJ.epost-matching procèdure was not without
problems, however. One of the complicating factors
is that an accident that occurs between tvro closely
spaced bridges occurs on the approach to one brídge
and on the departure of the other. Establish¡nent of
which bridge rdas the nost signíficant in causing the
accident is very difficuLt. A bridge could cause an
erratic maneuver that results in an accident at the
following bridge. In that case, existing records
would not assign the accident to the correct loca-
tion. In addition to the previously described data,
travel direction, distance betvreen structures, and
many other causal factors would have to be exanined
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to see which of the bridges instigated the acci-
ilent. Even if a ¡nethod could be seLected to review
these datâ anil assign locations' the complexity in
developing a computer progran nakes the procedure
unattractive. For study purposes, indivídua1 acci-
dents were assigned to the nearest bridge-end mile-
point.

To identify exact accident locations, the roadway
was searched in incremental lengths away from bridge
ends. The unit length wâs selected as 0.05 nile
after some initial analyses indicated that such a
l-ength was appropriate. The computer hrould read the
bridge data and calculate beginning and ending mile-
points for the approach, for the bridge, and for the
departure. The progra¡n would then search a sarnple
of 24 000 accident records by milepoint to deternine
how many occurred at the particulâr bridge. Next, a
new bridge record would be input and the process
would be repeated. After aII bridge records were
exanined, the total approach, bridge, and departure
accidents were output for the incre¡nental approach
length under consideration. The program $ras re-
peated for several approach lengths up to 0.35 niles
to develop the desired distribution of accident
distances from bridge ends.

STUDY RESULTS

The conputer program was run for 0.05-rnile incre-
ments seven different tines. When the accidents
within 0.35 ¡ni1e of bridge ends had been merged hrith
the appropriate structures, the results i{ere tabu-
lated for analysis. For example, during the initial
cornputer run for a 0.os-mile incrernent, 696 acci-
dents were found on bridges, 575 were found on
approaches, and 477 were found on departures. 9lhen
the program rras executed with an increment of 0.10
miler 1027 approach accidents and L024 departure
accidents were noted. The additional coLlisions
noted in the second run represented accidents that
occurred betsreen 0.05 and 0.10 mile fron bridges.

Initial Analvsis

The results of the computer analysis are displayed
in Table I and Figure 2. The sample contained
24 000 accidents that occurred on state routes in
Alabana. llore than 25 percent (6049 out of 24 000)
were found to be within 0.35 mile of a bridge. Of
the 6049 natched colLisions, 696 occurred on bridges
(approxitnately 3 percent of alL accidents). The
nu¡nber that occurred on approaches, 2645, vras almost
exactly the same as the 2708 that occurred on de-
partures. Assuming that these accÍdents comprise a
nornal distribution, the nean location would be
0.004 ¡nile from the departure bridge end, and the
standard deviation would be 0.18 mile. Such charac-
teristics seem to reflect the type of distribution
assumed by Figure 1.

Distribution Patterns

Two things are i¡nmediately noticeable about Figure
2. First, the approach accidents follow an unusual
and repetitious pattern. This pattern can be traced
to an obvious cause. Investigating officers tend to
record accident milepoints to the nearest 0.1 ¡nÍle.
This would seem natural since ¡nost mileposts are at
mile intervals and auto¡nobile speedometers measure
in tenths of ¡ni1es. Most officers probably 1ocate
the accident nilepoint by driving from the milepost
to the accídent while observing the auto¡nobile
speedometer. In Figure 2, officers clearly favor
use of 0.l-nile distances, and about half as many
accidents are recorded in beti{een the tenth-miIe
locations as officers estimate to the closest 0.05

ROA,DI.'AY
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Table 1. Tabulation of bridgB approaci and

departure acc¡dents,
Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.i0
0.1 I
0.t2
0.13
0. l4
0. l5
0. l6
0. l7
0. l8
Subtotal

135
t47
46
50
30

r6'l
33
26
<t
33

316
66
44
40
t9

154
28
3l
38

1455

0
'70

72
104

94
t3'7
7T

127
ll5
100
123
52
48
65
62

109
44
84

109

I 586

0. l9
0.20
o.2l
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.3 5

Total

25
290

40
30
33

r27
29
18
35
2'l

246
54
44
3t
2l

101

2645

57

tt4
38
54
47
83
66
64
53

123
72

109
3l
46
42
45
82

27 t2

Figure 2, Approach and departure âcc¡dent

d¡str¡but¡on.
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mile fron automobile sPeedometers. A relatively
srnall nunber of accidents vtere recorded to the
closest 0.01 nile. This finding imposes a

constrâint on any statistical inferences drawn from
the data.

Àpproach an¿l Departure Differences

The second thing that draws i¡n¡nediate attention in
Figure 2 is the distinct difference in the apProach
and departure observations. The aleparture clistribu-
tion see¡ns to follovr the tyPe of randon Pattern that
}rould be antlcipated fron accident statistics rather
than the tenth-mile pattern so obvious on the ap-
proach. This is not the caser honever. The depar-
Lure dispersion was caused by the ¡nanner in which
the bridge-ending milepoint vras calculâted. AII
bridge-beginning stations are recorded in Èhe AIa-
bama bridge inventory file to the nearest tenth
miIe, as reflected by the approach accident Pat-
tern. The comPuter calculated the bridge-end sta-
tion frorn the starting Point Plus the bridge
length. The najority of bridge-ending points thus
fall on hundredth-nile stations' instead of tenth-
mile stations, Iike bridge beginning points. If
ending stations are calculated to hundre¿lths and

accidents are to the tenth, a different pattern
could be exPected fro¡n that of the bridge aPProach.

The overall distribution of Figure 2, although
difficult to analyze' indicates an increase in

DEPARTURE DISTANCE IN MILES

accidents at bri¿lges. on the approach side. the
accidents occurring at each 0.l-¡nile location' as
well as at the nidPoints betlteen these locations,
increase as the brictge is approached. A sirnilart
althouqh not as obvious' arrangement rnay be dis-
cerned fron a study of the departure side.

Laraer Class Intervals

The use of 0.0l-mile incremênts tended to confuse
rather Èhan simplify the analysis. For that reasont
the data were grouped into 0.05 nile units to aid in
the interPretation. Figure 3 and the table below
represent such a grouPing.

0.20 0. I0

APPROACH DISTANCE IN MILES

0. l0

Adjusted No.
of Bridoe Acciclents
Approach Departure
575 477

0. 20 0. 30

Stualy Interval
Miles Fro¡n
Bridqe End
0 . 000-0 .0 s0
0. 0 5r-0. 100
0.101-0.150
0. rsr-0.200
0.201-0.250
0.251-0.300
0.301-0.350
TOTAI

460
323
412
263

536
336
408
288

355 421
257 242

2645 2708

The prePonderance of accidents recorded at the
one-tenth points is stilt evident even when the datã
are grouped. The symmetrical pattern of Figure 3,
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nith every other bar raised, clearly reflects the
offÍcerrs preference for tenth milepoints. The
nunber of accidents on bridges and the average
bridge length in the sample were used to calculate
the rate for accidents that occur on the structure,
which is shown by the dotted line on the figure.
The dotted line agrees nicely with the adjacent
approach and departure rates. The number of acci-
dents decrease6 as distance from the bridge end
increases. This is the ânticipated reault and
represents the transition fro¡n the bridge rate to
the roaderay rate. The type of transition is not
intuitively obvious fro¡n either Figure 3 or the
tabLe above. A chi-square test was perforned on the
hypothesis that the data were taken from a popula-
tion that has a normal distribution. The hypothesis
was rejected. A similar test indicated that the
distribution was not linear.

Control Group

In order to further examine the approach and de-
parture disÈribution and to estimate the number of
accidents that $rould have occurred at study sites if
bridges had not been present, a control distribution
was established. An equivalent amount of randomly
selected highway, counÈy, and rnilepoint nu¡nbers was
designated as theoretical bridges and were computer
¡natched against the original sample of accident
records. Two things were accompÌished: (a) a con-
trol distribution was obtained for comparison e¡ith
the bridge accídent distribution, and (b) an average
roadvray accident rate was obtained for randomly
seLected sites. Table 2 contains the raildon control
site resuLts. The tenth-point accidents are even
more pronounced than the bridge-site accident dis-
tribution. This suggests that offÍcers are slightly

Figure 3, Excess accidents caused by bridçs.
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¡nore prone to pinpoint the location of bridge ac-
cidents than roadway accidents. Collisions are not
grouped around the control sites as are bridge-
approach accidents. Thus, the control site distri-
bution accomplishes the first objective by demon-
stratíng the uniqueness of the brídge approach
d i str ibut ion.

Although the same number of bridges were used for
the control group, the randomly generated highway-
county-rnilepost numbers did not alwaya correspond to
hazardous locations on Alaba¡na highways. This
produced a smaller sample size for nerging of
cont.rol site bridges with accident data.

Excess Accidents Caused bv Bridqes

A b€tter analysis of bridge approach and departure
accidents might be to examine only those 1ocations
where the accident rate is higher than the average
roadway rate. Since the roâdway rate was deter¡nined
through the control group, the excess accidents
caused by bridges couLd be identified.

The excess accidents associated with bridges do
not seem to fall into any conventional distrÍbu-
tion. The table below lists the number of accidents
in each distance interval around bridges.

Study Interval
(niJ.es from
bridqe end)
0.000-0.0s0
0.05Ì-0.100
0.I01-0.I50
0.151-0.200
0 . 20 1-0. 250
0.251-0.300
0.301-0.350
Total

Excess Observed
Àccidents
Approach Departure
32I 223
206 282
69 82

158 154
934

101 L67
30

867 942

The mean accident location was 0.0I3 mile on the
departure side and the standard deviation was 0.147
mile. These values are very close to the values for
the initial distribution. For the distance class
used, the one-tenth point collisions continued to
dominate. Two attenpts were made to overcorne the
tenth-milepoint bias of the data and idenÈify the
actual distribution.

Smoothed Distribution

The initial effort involved smoothing the sample by
distributing the one-tenth point accidents to ad-
jâcent intervals. The logic behind the smoothing
was that officers recorded the locations as the
closest tenth poínt, but an accident so recorded
would have an equal probability of actually oc-

Distânce From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

tsz

o

0,4 0.2.

APPRoAfit ordr¡rqcr
IN }IILES

DEPARTURE DISTANCE
IN MILES

THE SHADED AREA INDICATES '.ExcEss'' ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY BRIDGES.

Table 2, Accidents at control s¡te.
Distance From
Bridge End
(mile)

Observed Accidents

Approach Departure

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.0'7
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.1 l
0.12
0.13
0.14
0. 15

Subtotal

0.1 6
0.17
0. 18
0.19
0.20
0.2t
0.22
0.23
0.24
o.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.3 0

Total

58
0 19
3 ll
I 3l

t'7 4 29
ll
05
J+
07

16 13
28
06
0 ll
l7
328

47 5 34'l

4
2
1

I
9
I
I
3
2

215
2
0
2
2

2t

266

l0
'7

4
9
0
8

t0
16
39
25

I
2
4

t2
l2

159

AVERâGE

ROADWAY

ACCIDENT
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F¡gure 4. Grouped accidents.
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outer edge of the observed accident distribution.
The sa¡nple was also comPared with Poisson, Erlang,
and binomial distributions with the sa¡ne result.
FinaIIyr the approach and departure tabulaÈions were
each comPared with the Poisson and a negative ex-
ponential Population. The cotnparisons were again
rejected, although the negative exponential distrl-
bution came closer to natching the sanple than did
any previous distrÍbution.

Larger Data Intervals

An alternative to smoothing the data is the use of
Iarger incre¡nents for the frequency tabulation'
This was done by using a 0.10-míIe grouPing. The

results are shown in Èhe table below and Figure 4'

study Interval Observed
(miles fro¡n Grouped Accidents
bridqe end) APproach Departure
0.000-0. r0r 527 505

ä 4oo
a

B zoo

o

APPROACH DISTÀNCE

IN MILES

DEPARTURE DISTANCE

IN MILES

Table 3. Accident codes for approach accidents.

Alabama Accident Code Frequency Percentage

No entry
Inattention
Run off road
Run off road and overturn
Before overturnilg
Skidding
Other collision
Passing
Avoiding other vehicle
Before vehicle submerging
Hit bridge rail
Hit bridee abutment
Hit culvert o¡ headwall
Hit embankment or ditch
Hit guardrail
Hit median batrie¡
Hit other object
Hit animal
All other codes

22.2
18.4
0.9
o.2
6.4
5.8

34.2
3.8
t.4
0.5
6.'.l
J-Z
0.6
2.'7
2.9
0.5
2.9
4.2
9.7

curring at any of the adjacent hundredth points on

either side of the one-tenth point. The technique
used to distribute the data focused on the dif-
ference in the number of observations ln a particu-
Iar interval and the observatlons in the íntervals
on either side. The tenth Point had a $reight of 0.5
and the adjacent intervals had weights of 0.25 each
for distributing the extra tenth-Point accidents.
The snoothed accidents are shown in the table
below. The total departure accidents, total aP-
proach accidents, mean accident location (0'013 mile
irom departure end of bridge) and standard deviation
(0.149 nile) are almost identical to the dístribu-
tion prior to s¡noothing.

Study Interval
(miles fro¡n Smoothed Accidents
bridqe end) APproach DeParture
0.000-0.500 283 243
0.05r-0.100 20L 2L7

0. r0r-0. r50 ]-26 150
0. 151-0.200 98 106
0.20I-0.250 69 97
0.251-0.300 53 92

o.3ot-0.350 37 42
Total 867 947

The smoothed accident tabulation was tested to
see if it conformed to a recognizable statistical
distribution. The chi-square test was applíed at a

95 percent confidence level to the hypothesis that
the samPle came fro¡n a normally distributed popula-
tion. The hyPothesis $¡as convincingly rejected,
primarily due to the large irregulariÈy near the

864 942

The large increase in collisions at the bridge ends

is i¡unediately obvíous from the figure. The first
0.10 mite do¡ninates the drawing. It also appears
that the figure could be reasonably approximated by
a statistical distribution. The chi-square test was

used to investigate the normal, Poisson, Erlang, and

negative exponential distributions. AII comParisons
weie rejected, as had been the case for previous
atte¡npts to identify the data sanple as a standard
statistícal distr ibution.

TYPES OF ACCIDENTS

An addièional investigation was conducted to see

whether the character of accidents changêd frorn
bridge approâch to departure. The descriptive codes
on Alaba¡na accident reports' collision diagra¡nsr and

explanatory reports were used to compare accidents
at the three locationa (À3-'14). The apProach and

departure collisions i{ere virtually identical in
naturer as would be exPected. epproximately I0
percent of these accidents Ítere identified as types
thut rignt be associated vtith bridges. ExamPles are
hit briàge raíI' hit bridge abut¡nent, before vehicle
subnerged' and hit headwall. A categorical grouping
of approach accident codes is shown in Table 3'
About 6 Percent of the accidents that occurred
betvreen the bridge approach beginning and ending
milepoints were coded âs hit bridge rail or hit
bridge abutrnent. This is 50 percent as large as the
number of corresponding type accidents for bridges'
An additional 5 percent of the table was code¿l such
that bridge accidents were i¡npliedi however, the
vâst majority of the collision co¿les s¡as either
nonco¡nmital or suggested so¡nething other than briclge
accidents. In conparison with apProach accidents,
there were sllghtly fewer entries for the following
codes for bridge accidents: no entryr bit tree, hit
pole, inattentionr and during passing.

That tnost bridge accidents are apparently not
identifíed as such is significant. !'tany collisions
caused by bridges are probably not identified by

officers due to lhe single data entry Point on the
ínvestigation forns. A compLex accident nay have

several causes, or a sequence of events may precede
the wreck. The investigating officers choose and

record only one. officers aPparently do not Place
great emPhasis on identifying the events that sur-
round an accident, since one-fourth of the forms had

blank entries. other reasons for the discrepancy
bêtsreen the nu¡nber of bridge-associated accidents

0. r01-0.200
0.20r-0.300
Total

227
118

236
201

146
L2l

6
I

42
38

221
25

9
J

44

4
l8
l9

3

t9
29
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and the corresponding coded descriptions coul_d be
erroneous data code entries, misidentified mile-
points, and incomplete investigations.

CONCLUSIONS

During the investigation of the effects of bridge
approaches on acciilent rate¡ 24 000 accidents that
occurred in Alabama betyreen L972 and 1979 were
co¡npared by highway, county, and rnilepoint for 960
bridges. The nost significanÈ findings were as
follows:

1. ReEearchers have previously recog¡ized thaf
bridge approaches cause an alteration of driver
behavior through modification of vehicl-e laterat
pLacement and speed. Other researchers have used
various a roach distances during bridge accident
analyses. None of the previous research had identi-
fied a quantifiable relationship between åpproaches
and accident rates.

2. Although Alabarna investigation for¡ns provide
for the recording of accident locations to the
closest hundredth of a mite, officers record then to
0.l-mile points on more than half of the cases.
Around bridges the tendency to neasure them more
closely (to the 0.01 mile) is increased.

3. The recording of accident location data to
the cLosest 0.1 mile ternpers the significance of any
statistical analysis applied to such data.

4. There is an inherent difficulty in assigning
an Àlabarna accident to the correct structure where
bridges are in close proximity due to overlapping
approaches and departures.

5. One-quarter of the traffic accidents in
Alaba¡na occur within 0.33 mile of a bridge.

6. An analysis of nonbridge control sites
indicated that there is a unique distribution of
accidents for bridge approaches and departures.

7. There is a definite transitional increase in
accidents on bridge approaches and departures. The
¡naxi¡num rate occurs at the bridge âbut¡nent and is
more than twice the rate of the adjacent roadway.

8. The increase in accídents apparently reaches
0.35 ¡niles fron bridge ends. The precise beginning
of the transitional pattern could not be identified
due to the complexity of approach and departure
overlap.

9. The grouped tabulation of approach distances
(see Figure 3) could not bê identified as any stan-
dard stâtistical distribution. Nornal, poisson,
Erlang¡ negative exponential, binominal, and Iinear
dÍstributions were rejected. A negative exponential
distribution cane closest to matching the data. The
exact distríbution was masked by the tenth-milepoint
predomlnance, extensive overlap of approaches and
departures at the tail of the distribution, and
inability to establish the absolute base accident
rate for the roadway. The distribution could not be
identified in spite of repeated frequency groupings
and smoothing attenpts.

10. The character of accidents that occurred on
approaches is virtually identical to that of acci-
dents that occurred on departures. The nature of
collisions on the structure is slighÈly different
from that of approaches and departures, with â
greater enphasis on hit bridge rail and hít bridge
abutment types of accidents.

11. For accidents that occurred on bridge struc-
tures as identified by milepoint, only 12 percent
are directly labeled as bridge hits by the data
coded on accident investigation forms.
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12. ùlany bridge accidents are apparently incorn-
pletely investigatedr Dot properly identified,
erroneously recorded, mislocated, or ignored due to
Iinited room for identifying information on accident
investigation forms.
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